City of Chesapeake
Chesapeake Integrated Behavioral Healthcare
224 Great Bridge Blvd
Chesapeake, VA 23320
Phone (757) 547-9334

NOTICE OF PRIVACY PRACTICES

THIS NOTICE DESCRIBES HOW MEDICAL INFORMATION
ABOUT YOU MAY BE USED AND DISCLOSED AND HOW
YOU CAN GET ACCESS TO THIS INFORMATION. PLEASE
REVIEW IT CAREFULLY.

Why We Have This Privacy Notice
We are required by law to maintain the privacy of protected
health information, and to provide you with notice of our legal
duties and our privacy practices with respect to this protected
health information. Also, we must abide by the terms of this
Notice. If we make any changes in the Notice, we must notify
you before the change can take effect. We reserve the right to
change the terms of this Notice and to make any new Notice
provisions effective for all protected health information that we
maintain. You will be asked to acknowledge that you have
received this Notice, and you have a right to have a hard copy
of this Notice.

You have federally defined privacy rights under the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (45 C.F.R. Parts
160 and 164). Other federal and state privacy laws limit the
disclosure of your health information. Such laws include, but
are not limited to, Confidentiality of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Patient Records (42 USC 290dd), Health Records Privacy (VA
Code 32.1-127.1:03), and Human Rights Regulations (VA
Code 35-115).
In order to effectively provide services to individuals the
Chesapeake Integrated Behavioral Healthcare (CIBH) must
utilize and in some cases disclose information about
individuals receiving services. We must do that in order to
provide services. This Notice explains how we may use and
disclose information about you. It also describes your rights to
see, amend, and control your “protected health information”
(PHI), which is defined as “information related to your past,
present or future physical or mental health or condition and
related health care services, including demographic
information that may identify you.” This Notice is about the use
and disclosure of your “PHI”.
Sometimes the word”
information” “protected health information” “or the word
“record(s)” or the phrase “electronic medical record(s)” will be
used. When they appear in this Notice, they mean the same
thing as “PHI”. The word “individual”, when used in this notice,
refers to you and other service recipients of the CIBH. If you
have any questions about this Notice, or about any of the

CIBH’s privacy policies, procedures or practices, please call us
at (757) 547-9334, and ask to speak with our Privacy Officer.

Permitted Uses and Disclosures of Protected
Health Information without the Written
Authorization of the Individual: Treatment,
Payment and Health Care Operations. Medical
privacy laws try to make sure that the protection of your privacy
does not interfere with your ability to get treatment. Therefore,
the law allows us to use and disclose your protected health
information, without asking for your prior authorization, for the
following purposes:



FOR TREATMENT PURPOSES:
Your protected
health information may be shared among staff and consultants of
the CIBH as part of the treatment process at the CIBH.
EXAMPLE: A therapist may speak to a psychiatrist about the need
for medication. During those consultations, health information
about you will be shared. Your protected health information may be
shared with another treatment provider who is treating you.
EXAMPLE: if you had to go to the hospital and your treating
physician there asked CIBH staff about medications you are taking,
that information could be shared with your treating physician to help
that physician give you better care.



FOR PAYMENT PURPOSES: In order to get paid for
providing treatment to you, the CIBH must send some treatment
information about you to the company (such as your health
insurance company) that is responsible for paying for that
treatment. Such companies have a right to review treatment
information about you to make sure that the treatment meets their
standards for payment. Therefore, we may use information about
you to arrange for payment (for example, preparing bills and
managing accounts), and we may disclose information to others
(such as insurers, collection agencies and consumer reporting
agencies) to get payment. The CIBH will provide only the
“minimum necessary information” required by such companies for
us to get paid.
EXAMPLE: The Department of Behavioral Health and
Developmental Services and the Department of Medical
Assistance Services (which administers Medicaid) pay for
treatment provided to some clients of the CIBH. Both departments
have the authority to review the treatment records of clients to
make sure that treatment meets their standards.
NOTE: However, in the event you elect in writing to pay your full
assessed fee out of pocket and not use your third party insurance
payer to reimburse the CIBH for any of your services, we will not
disclose any of your protected health information to your insurance
company.



FOR HEALTH CARE OPERATIONS: There are a
number of ways in which your protected health information must be
used and disclosed by CIBH staff in order to carry out a variety of
program activities that are called “health care operations”. These
operations are needed to help us to, for example, review and
improve the quality of our services and find more effective and
efficient ways to serve you.
EXAMPLES: Our professional staff reviews treatment records to
make sure that they are accurate, complete, and organized. This is
part of our quality assurance program. In addition, we may review
treatment records if necessary in taking disciplinary or other

corrective action toward a staff person who has not performed
properly. Those records may also be reviewed in grievance
hearings about such disciplinary or corrective action.
We conduct medical, financial, and legal audits and reviews of our
practices and records to make sure that we are doing our job right.
Different staff may be involved in reviewing your record as part of
this process. We also cooperate with outside organizations that
review treatment records to evaluate, certify or license our staff or
our program. In addition to CIBH staff, the CIBH may receive help
in its health care operations from other departments of the City of
Chesapeake, such as the City Auditor, the City Attorney, and the
Finance Department. It may also contract with professionals in
other organizations to help. These persons and departments are
required to keep confidential any protected health information they
receive in doing this work. We sometimes provide training
programs for students, trainees and others to help them practice or
improve their skills

OTHER
PERMITTED
USES
AND
DISCLOSURES OF PROTECTED HEALTH
INFORMATION
WITHOUT
WRITTEN
AUTHORIZATION OF THE INDIVIDUAL



REQUIRED BY LAW: We may use and disclose
information about you whenever we are required by law to do so.
There are many federal and state laws that require us to use and
disclose information about individuals receiving services from us.
We will comply with those requirements, and will limit the
information we provide to what is required by law.
EXAMPLES: Virginia law requires us to report to certain persons
or agencies if an individual who is receiving services threatens to
harm another individual. We are required by Virginia law to report
to the local department of social services information that we have
that leads us to suspect that a child or incapacitated adult has been
abused, neglected, and/or exploited.
We are publicly funded by the Department of Behavioral Health
and Developmental Services (DBHDS). Virginia Code Section
37.2-504 requires the CIBH to release your PHI to the DBHDS, but
also requires the DBHDS to implement procedures to protect the
confidentiality of this information.
Under the authority of this
statute, the DBHDS currently requires us to release your PHI to the
DBHDS as part of its Community Consumer Submission (CCS)
system. Data from that system is used to support the DBHDS’s
requests for public funding. DBHDS states that it uses an
encryption system to prevent anyone from being able to identify
you as a client of the CIBH.



PUBLIC HEALTH AUTHORITIES: We may disclose
your protected health information for public health activities and
purposes to a public health authority that is permitted by law to
collect or receive the information. These disclosures normally are
made for such purposes as preventing, controlling or investigating
diseases and injuries to persons, and monitoring drugs or devices
regulated by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
EXAMPLES: We may also be required to report information that
you have been exposed to a communicable disease. For the
purpose of preventing or controlling disease, injury or disability we
are required to report certain information to the Health Department.
This includes vital events such as death.



HEALTH OVERSIGHT ACTIVITIES: Virginia statutes
have set up a number of agencies and offices that monitor
treatment providers like the CIBH to make sure that they are
providing proper care and are complying with the law. These and
other agencies may also monitor insurance companies and others
who may pay for our services. These agencies and offices have
the authority to review treatment records of individuals as part of
their oversight of providers.
EXAMPLES: We are licensed by the Department of Behavioral
Health and Developmental Services. Therefore, staff of the
Department’s licensure office and its human rights office, as well as
the Inspector General for the Department, have the authority to
review your record as a part of their reviews of our CIBH. The
Virginia Office of Protection and Advocacy (VOPA) was created by
the Virginia General Assembly as an independent body that
monitors the treatment of persons with disabilities in different
settings, including treatment settings. They have the right to review
the records of individuals receiving treatment services as part of
their job to ensure that these individuals are being treated right.
Government agencies responsible for investigating insurance fraud
also have the authority to review CIBH records.



LEGAL PROCEEDINGS: We may disclose protected
health information in the course of any judicial or administrative
proceeding in response to an order of a court or administrative
tribunal, to the extent that the order requires us. We may also
respond to subpoenas, discovery requests or other lawful process,
but in those cases the persons seeking the information must meet
certain legal requirements to protect the records. Our normal
practice is to contact you whenever we receive a subpoena or
order to disclose your records.



LAW ENFORCEMENT: We may disclose information
about you to a law enforcement official for certain specific law
enforcement purposes.
EXAMPLE: We may disclose information about you to a police
officer if the officer needs the information to help find or identify a
missing person or to catch a criminal suspect.



SERIOUS THREATS TO HEALTH OR SAFETY: We
may disclose information about you if necessary to prevent or
lessen a serious and imminent threat to the health or safety of a
person or the public, but only to persons who may be able to
prevent or lessen the threat.



CORONERS, FUNERAL DIRECTORS, AND ORGAN
DONATION: We may disclose information about you to a coroner,
medical examiner, or funeral director, or to organizations that help
with organ, eye and tissue transplants.



RESEARCH: We may disclose information about you to
researchers when their research has been approved by an
institutional review board that has approved the research and has
required the researchers to protect the privacy of your information.



MILITARY ACTIVITY AND NATIONAL SECURITY:
Under certain conditions, we may disclose information to military
authorities about individuals receiving services from us who are in
the military. We may also disclose information to authorized
federal officials for national security and intelligence activities.



INMATES: If you are an inmate in a correctional or
detention facility, we may disclose information about you to that
facility for certain treatment and safety purposes.



WORKERS’ COMPENSATION: We may disclose
information about you in order to comply with workers’
compensation laws.



SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES:
We must disclose information as required by the Secretary of U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services for purposes of making
sure that we are complying with the Privacy Rule developed under
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).

use or disclose it). When you revoke an authorization to disclose
information, we cannot take back any disclosures we have already
made with your authorization.


Your Rights to Your Protected Health Information
There are several rights concerning your health information
in the medical record that we want you to be aware of:



You have the right to request access to your medical
record in order to inspect it or make copies. Such right
includes the request for an electronic copy if the PHI
requested is in the CIBH electronic medical record or a
written clinical summary. However this right is not
absolute. You cannot access information compiled in
reasonable anticipation of or for use in a civil, criminal or
administrative action or proceeding.
Due to federal
regulations access to certain information under the Clinical
Lab Improvements Amendments is prohibited. We can
deny you access to your medical record in certain limited
situations, such as if your treating physician has made a
written determination in your record that providing you
access to your medical record would endanger your life or
physical safety. You have the right to request review of
such denial by another physician whose opinion will be
final. Within 15 calendar days after the receipt of your
written request for access, we will provide you with access
to your record. The charge for making any copies you
desire is $0.25 per page and staff time if it takes more than
15 minutes to retrieve and copy the information requested.
If your request is for an electronic copy, the charge will
include the electronic device upon which the copy is made
and any staff time it takes to process your request. Your
request to review, inspect, copy or amend your record will
be kept confidential. For more information, please contact
the CIBH Privacy Officer, whose name, address and phone
numbers are listed below.



You have the right to request an amendment to your
medical record. If you believe that the CIBH has
information about you that is inaccurate or incomplete, you
have the right to request we amend that information and
notify others about it. Your request must be in writing, and
should include exactly what amendment you are requesting
and the reason which supports an amendment. Within 60
days after the receipt of your request we will either notify
you that the amendment has been accepted and ask you to
identify the relevant persons to be notified, or we will
provide you with a letter indicating that your request has
been denied. If your request to amend your record was
denied you will receive a letter with the following: 1) an
explanation of why your request was denied, 2) instructions
on how to submit a written statement disagreeing with the
denial, and 3) information about the person(s) with whom
you may lodge a complaint about the denial. You can ask
that your request for amendment and its denial be included
with any past and/or future disclosures of the portions of the
record that are the subject of the amendment request. You
may contact your treating clinician, your case manager, or
the CIBH Privacy Officer (whose name, address and phone
number are listed below) about amending your record.



You have the right to receive an accounting of certain
of the CIBH’s disclosures of your medical record. The
CIBH is required by the Human Rights regulations and by
the HIPAA Privacy Rule to make and maintain a written
accounting of certain disclosures of your protected health
information. Upon written request, you have a right to
receive that written accounting of those disclosures. Under
HIPAA, we must keep an accounting of information
released during the prior six years for hard copy records

ENHANCING YOUR HEALTHCARE: Some of our programs use
and disclose your information in order to provide the following
support to enhance your overall health care:




Appointment reminders by call or letter
Describing
or
recommending
treatment/service
alternatives
Providing information about health-related benefits and
services that may be of interest to you

USES AND DISCLOSURES OF PROTECTED
HEALTH INFORMATION IN WHICH YOU
HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO AGREE OR
OBJECT



FACILITY DIRECTORIES: The CIBH has some day
programs and residential programs. We may maintain a directory
of individuals who are in those programs, and will let people know,
when they call or come by and specifically ask for you by name,
that you are there. You can restrict or stop this.



INVOLVEMENT BY OTHERS IN INDIVIDUAL’S CARE:
We may disclose information to a family member, other relative,
close personal friend or other person you identify, IF that
information is directly related to such person’s involvement in your
treatment or payment for your treatment. EXAMPLE: You ask that
your sister be present at a meeting with your treating clinician. We
may also let them know where you are or if something has
happened to you. Usually, this will be done only if you are present
and do not object. In some situations (for example, picking up a
prescription for you), this disclosure may be made without your
being present. You may ask us at any time not to disclose
information about you to persons involved in your care.
We will follow your request, except in limited circumstances (such
as emergencies). Our usual practice is to get your written
authorization to disclose information to others.



DISASTER RELIEF: We may use or disclose information
about you to an agency providing disaster relief in cases where
their help is needed. We will try to get your permission before
doing this.

OTHER USES AND DISCLOSURES OF YOUR
INFORMATION: WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION
REQUIRED
Other uses and disclosures of information not covered by this
Notice or the laws that apply to the CIBH will be made only with
your written authorization. If you authorize us to use or disclose
information about you, you may revoke that authorization at any
time. That authorization must be in writing and must be given to
your treating clinician, or your case manager, or the Privacy officer,
before it becomes effective. If you revoke your authorization, we
will stop using or disclosing the information that was covered in
your authorization (unless we have independent legal authority to

and under the HITECH regulations, the prior three years for
electronic records, but are not required to account for
releases made prior to April 14, 2003. You must submit
your request for an accounting to your treating clinician,
your case manager, or the CIBH Privacy Office (whose
name, address and phone number are listed below). The
request must state the time period that you want the
accounting to cover.
Additionally, you have the right to be notified of any
breaches of your medical record without unreasonable
delay and no later than 60 days of discovery of the
breach for any disclosure that is reasonably believed
to have been accessed, acquired, used or disclosed as
a result of the breach. If notification of such breach would
impede a law enforcement or national security
investigation, we will only notify you of the breach after the
investigation has been concluded by written request of the
official representative of the investigation.


You have the right to ask for a restriction with regard to
the use or disclosure of your medical record. You have
the right to request that we limit the use and disclosure of
protected health information about you for treatment,
payment and health care operations. We are NOT required
to agree to your request unless your request is for a
restriction to a third party payer you chose not to utilize for
reimbursement of your services. If we do agree to your
request, we will follow your restrictions (except where the
information is needed for emergency treatment). You can
cancel the restrictions at any time. We can cancel the
restrictions at any time, as long as we notify you of the
cancellation, and apply the restrictions to information that
was collected before the cancellation.



You have the right to request an alternative method of
being contacted. Normally, CIBH staff will send letters,
bills, updates, or other information to you at your home, and
may call you at home to schedule or remind you of
appointments or to obtain needed information from you.
You have the right to request that we communicate with
you about treatment matters in a certain way or at a certain
location. For example, you can ask that we contact you at
work, or only by mail.



You have the right to a paper copy of this Notice. You
have the right to receive a paper copy of this notice at any
time, even if you agreed to receive this notice electronically.
You can get an electronic copy of this Notice at our
website:
http://www.cityofchesapeake.net/Government/BoardsCommissions/Full-Listing/Community-Services-Board.htm.
To obtain a paper copy of this Notice, talk with or write to
your treating clinician or case manager or the CIBH Privacy
Officer (whose name, address and phone number are listed
below).



You have a right to file a complaint or ask for additional
information about our privacy policy. If you feel that any
of your privacy rights has been violated, or if you would like
additional information concerning our privacy policy, or the
federal and state laws pertaining to privacy, please contact
any of the persons listed below. We will not take action
against you or change our treatment of you in any way
because you file a complaint. You may contact any of
the following persons:

Melissa Constantine, MPA
Corporate Compliance/Privacy Officer
224 Great Bridge Blvd.
Chesapeake, Virginia 23320
757-547-9334
Melissa Constantine, MPA
Local Human Rights Advocate
224 Great Bridge Blvd.
Chesapeake, Virginia 23320
757-547-9334
Reginald Daye
Regional Human Rights Advocate
Eastern State Hospital Satellite Office
4601 Ironbound Road
Williamsburg, Virginia 23188
757-253-7061
Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services
1800 F Street NW
Washington, DC 20405
WWW.dhhs.gov
(NOTE: Complaints to the Secretary of HHS should be made no
later than 180 days after the privacy violation occurred or you
became aware (or reasonably should have been aware) that the
privacy violation had occurred. This time limit may be extended for
good cause.)
A complaint can be made in person, over the phone or by mail.

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Information
The privacy of information held by the CIBH which identifies, or
could identify, a person as an alcohol or drug abuser, is controlled
by a specific federal privacy law. The privacy standards of 42 CFR
Part 2 (authorized by 42 U.S.C. 290dd-3and 42 U.S.C. 290ee-3)
are often more restrictive than the standards set out in this Notice,
and we must follow the more restrictive standards. Generally, the
CIBH may not say to a person outside the program that you attend
the program, or disclose any information identifying you as an
alcohol or drug abuser unless: (1) you authorize it in writing; (2)
the disclosure is allowed by a court order; or (3) the disclosure is
made to medical personnel in a medical emergency or to qualified
personnel for research, audit, or program evaluation. Violation of
Federal law and regulations by a program is a crime. Suspected
violations may be reported to appropriate authorities in accordance
with Federal regulations. Federal law and regulations do not
protect any information about a crime committed by a patient either
at the CIBH or against any person who works for the CIBH or about
any threat to commit such a crime. They also do not protect against
any information about suspected child abuse or neglect from being
reported under State law to appropriate State or local authorities.

Minors
Under Virginia law, minors are deemed to be adults for purposes of
giving consent to outpatient treatment for substance abuse or for
mental health services. Under federal law (42 CFR Part 2), a minor
who becomes a patient for substance abuse treatment has the
same authority as any adult patient in regard to the privacy of his or
her treatment records. The minor’s parents, guardian, or legal
custodian can have access to treatment records only with the
minor’s permission. However, in the case of a minor who is
receiving outpatient mental health services, the minor’s parents,
guardian, or other legal custodian also have a right of access to the
minor’s records. There are certain narrow exceptions in which a
parent, guardian, or other legal custodian can be denied access to
a minor’s records.

Personal Representative
When an individual is incapacitated or otherwise unable to give
informed consent to treatment or authorization for the disclosure of
records, that person’s “personal representative” may exercise the
authority of the individual in regard to the privacy of the individual’s
records. A “personal representative” is a person authorized under
Virginia law to give substitute authorization for the individual, such
as a guardian, attorney-in-fact, or, under certain circumstances and
procedures, a family member or other person designated as an
“authorized representative” under Virginia’s Human Rights
regulations. However, the individual must be included in decisions
about disclosing information, to the extent that the individual is able,
and, unless the personal representative is a guardian with specific
authority to act, any objection by the individual to a disclosure of
records, even if the personal representative approves, must be
reviewed before we can disclose the information. Finally, a
personal representative’s access to an individual’s information can
be denied if a licensed health care professional determines in the
individual’s record that such access by the personal representative
is reasonably likely to cause substantial harm to the individual or to
another person.

Changes to Privacy Practices
The CIBH reserves the right to change any of its privacy policies
and related practices at any time, as allowed by federal and state
law. You will receive notice of changes in one or more of the
following ways: mail; discussion with an agency representative;
electronically; a notice prominently posted in a public area, such as
the waiting room.

EFFECTIVE DATE:
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